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Short-listed for the 2004 Chocolate Lily Book Award  Darrell Connor is back for another term at

Eagle Glen, but is shocked to find that along with her friends Brodie and Kate, her nemesis, Conrad

Kennedy, has enrolled at the school. The memory of her recent visit to medieval Scotland is still

fresh, and when Darrell and her dog, Delaney, investigate an abandoned lighthouse, they discover

another route into the past. Lost in the magical beauty of Renaissance Italy, Darrell meets a young

artist with fiery ambition named Leonardo Da Vinci. Does Leonardo hold the key to resolving the

tragedy of her own past? Ignoring the advice of a kindly stranger, Darrell embarks on a desperate

journey to find the answers to her own fears, unaware of the price she and her friends will pay for

dancing with time.
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Darrell Connor's summer at Eagle Glen School in "Seeds of Time" (2002) included experiences

outside the curriculum: time travel to medieval Scotland with her friends Kate and Brodie and her

dog Delaney. In "Secret of Light," they're all back at the mysterious school ready for another

fast-paced adventure. Unfortunately, Darrell's nemesis Conrad Kennedy--last seen heading off to



reform school--has shown up again as well. This term, as the school's course work focuses on an

upcoming Renaissance fair, Darrell focuses on an abandoned lighthouse that will pull her back to

dangerous and exciting times and places faraway. As in "Seeds of Time," "Secret of Light" nudges

the everyday world up against the realm of magic with characters we care about and lively writing

that keeps us from putting the book down until we've reached the last line.

These books are fantastic for for teens and adults alike - well-written and packed with action, a

wicked sense of fun permeates the book. The characters are very believable, and the story just

picks you up and carries you along, yet leaves you wanting more.Historically accurate and

well-researched, this series is a must-have for historical fiction fans!! And be sure to check out the

first one in the series - Seeds of Time!

Darrell Connor and friends are back at Eagle Glen School. This time, though, it's for the whole

school year instead of just the summer. And none of them could be happier. As always in Darrell's

world, the calm doesn't last for long.The friends' first surprise occurs right after orientation. Their

arch-enemy, Conrad Kennedy, has reappeared. And he's attending Eagle Glen, too! The school

year is already going downhill, and it's only the first day.As far as the surprises that time has in store

for them, they intend to be more prepared this time. They're doing their own investigating of the

cave and its mysterious glyphs. There's even a new glyph that leads them to the old lighthouse.

From there they find themselves flying through time, again, and ending up in Italy during the

Renaissance. Darrell even gets a chance to meet some of her artistic idols. Unfortunately, Darrell is

about to learn that even when dreams come true, it's not always quite what you imagine. And some

dreams can only ever be dreams, no matter how much you hope.Traveling back and forth in time

might make learning history easier, but it doesn't make life any easier for Darrell or her friends. In

fact, they're all about to learn what kind of risks and danger time travel can really have.KC Dyer

doesn't miss a step in this sequel to SEEDS OF TIME. It doesn't even feel like most middle books of

a trilogy. You know, where it's just information you have to get through to get to book three. This is a

great story in its own right. More than just a really interesting look at the Renaissance, it's an a great

example of "careful what you wish for."If you aren't going crazy to read the next book by the end of

this one, I'm a little worried about you.Reviewed by: Carrie Spellman
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